
Tactical
The Tactical sight has a click switch. Unlike a

standard switch, the click switch has detent posi-
tions, 12 in all. Starting at full counter-clockwise,
the first position is Off; then 2 and 3 are invisible
to the naked eye, low and high settings for night
vision devices (NVDs); 4 thru 12 are progressive-
ly brighter visible dots. Position 4 with a click
switch, the lowest visible dot, is half as bright as
the lowest setting with a standard switch. This
comes in handy in situations like hunting in low
light, mostly at dawn or dusk when, depending
on lighting conditions, a standard switch on even
its lowest setting could still be too bright.

Tactical and Scout mounts are specifically set
up for AR-15s, and the features of a click (versus
standard) switch are more useful on such rifles.
The Tactical sight mounts to an AR-15 flattop rail
and has a back-up adjustable iron rear sight built-
in. Its mount snugs down via dual thumb knobs.
Dot size is 6 MOA.

Scout
The Scout sight mounts to an AR-15 carrying

handle, the unit sits in front of the handle, resting
on top of the handguard. Having the unit that far
forward works amazingly well to give the proper
dot-magically-appears-on-target effect. A major
advantage of the Scout sight versus sights that

mount on top of the carrying handle: it rides low
enough for a standard cheek weld. The switch is a
click unit. The mount secures with a single thumb
knob. The dot is 6 MOA.

Replacement Dot Modules
Dillon also sells replacement 4 and 6 MOA

modules should you want to change dot size on
your sight. The dot module is contained within a
compartment in front of the switch, its cover
secured with two hex screws. To replace the dot
module, first remove the cover, then the module
(it’s a tight fit so you’ll probably need a pair of
pliers to – gently – pull it out). Then simply install
the new module, make sure it’s seated, and rein-
stall the cover. Voila! You have a new dot size.

Sight Bodies
All C-Mores sold through Dillon Precision

have polymer bodies. C-More also makes these
sights in aluminum, however that’s not because a
metal body gives any increase in durability. As
the folks at C-More put it to me, “We only intro-
duced aluminum for those people who wouldn’t
even consider a polymer sight. But we’ve never
had any problems with polymer sight bodies, as
far as durability or retaining zero or anything.
Aluminum gives what you might call a ‘mentally
tougher’ sight, but it’s not an ‘actually tougher’
sight…because it doesn’t need to be.”
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Safariland Custom Fit 567 Holsters 
The Model 567 Custom Fit  holster is one of the lightest, thinnest, best fit-

ting concealment holsters available. True to its name, it adjusts to a wide vari-
ety of popular handguns, giving each a “custom fit” in this holster.
2” Revolvers F27-19261 $43.95
4” K & L-Frame S&W, Ruger, and Colt Rev. F27-19262 43.95
4” N-Frame S&W Revolvers F27-19263 43.95
5” N-Frame S&W Revolvers F27-19264 43.95
Beretta Compact, Taurus Compact, CZ-75, Colt Commander Model

F27-19265 43.95
Beretta, Taurus, Browning HP, Colt 1911 F27-19266 43.95
Colt Officers’ Model, Glock 19/23, SIG P228, HK USP Compact
9/40  F27-19267 43.95
Glock 17, 20, 21, 22, HK USP 9/40, Ruger P Series, SIG P220 

F27-19268 43.95
Safariland Model 5187 Holsters

The 5187 incorporates Safariland’s new adjustable belt loop and comes
with an accessory spacer kit so that the user can adjust the space between the
holster and body. A compact, lightweight concealment holster available for
handguns with and without accessory rail mounted lights. IDPA approved.

Colt 1911, Para, STI/SVI Autos F27-19269 $29.95
Glock 34/35 F27-19270 29.95
Springfield 4” XD F27-19271 29.95
Springfield 5” XD F27-19272 29.95
Glock 17/22 with Accessory-Rail-Mounted: ITI Streamlight M3, M6,
TLR-1, TLR-2; SureFire X200; or LAS-TAC 2 F27-19273 $39.95
Glock 20/21 with Accessory-Rail-Mounted: ITI Streamlight M3,  TLR-
1; SureFire X200; or LAS-TAC 2 F27-19274 39.95
SIG P220/P226 with Accessory-Rail-Mounted: ITI Streamlight M3,
TLR-1, TLR-2; SureFire X200; or LAS-TAC 2 F27-19275 39.95
Safariland Model 6377 ALS™ Holsters

The Model 6377 is a concealment version of the all new Automatic Locking
System series holster. Once the weapon is holstered, it locks into place, provid-
ing an extra measure of security from the standard open-top holster.
Glock 17/22 F27-19444 $39.95
Glock 20/21 F27-19443 39.95
SIG 220/226 F27-19446 39.95
SIG 220/226 with Accessory Rail (no light) F27-19447 39.95
SIG 228 F27-19445 39.95
S&W M&P 9/40 F27-19448 39.95

C-More Red Dot Sights Continued from Page 10
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